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linearly dependent on n. When electrostatic interactions up to the
third-neighbour shells are included, these charged planes generate
internal electric ®elds whose directions are those of Fig. 1 and whose
magnitudes are linearly dependent on n.) Increasing n thus results in
stronger internal ®elds with opposite directions. These strong
opposite ®elds tend to suppress the polarization's component
along the direction of compositional modulation. As a result, uz

becomes smaller than ux and uy. The studied structures with
intermediate values of n thus ®rst undergo a paraelectric-to-
orthorhombic ferroelectric transition at high temperature before
adopting the monoclinic MB phase for ground state. The modulated
structures with the largest values of n have the strongest internal
electric ®elds, which annihilate uz at any temperature. Conse-
quently, such structures never reach the monoclinic phase and
instead adopt the orthorhombic phase for ground state. The large
values of d34 and x33 shown in Figs 2 and 3 simply re¯ect the
considerable change of uz when some parameters are slightly
modi®ed (n at a ®xed temperature, or T for a ®xed value of n),
especially for structures at the borderline between the monoclinic
and orthorhombic phases. In other words, the large electromecha-
nical responses are consistent with the ease of rotating the
polarization7,16. We have shown here results for the thinnest possible
structures. For larger structures, with thicker layers, the `unusual'
electromechanical responses will be smaller due to smaller internal
electric ®elds.

On the basis of the electrostatic considerations discussed above,
we expect that any alloy made of heterovalent atoms and with a
rhombohedral ground state in its disordered form should have the
structural, piezoelectric and dielectric anomalies displayed in Figs 2
and 3, when the atomic ordering along the [001] direction is
adjusted in a certain way. The atomically ordered structures dis-
cussed here could be grown by means of a pulse laser deposition
technique17 or by using molecular beam epitaxy. M
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Seismological body-wave1 and free-oscillation2 studies of the
Earth's solid inner core have revealed that compressional waves
traverse the inner core faster along near-polar paths than in the
equatorial plane. Studies have also documented local deviations
from this ®rst-order pattern of anisotropy on length scales
ranging from 1 to 1,000 km (refs 3, 4). These observations,
together with reports of the differential rotation5 of the inner
core, have generated considerable interest in the physical state and
dynamics of the inner core, and in the structure and elasticity of
its main constituent, iron, at appropriate conditions of pressure
and temperature. Here we report ®rst-principles calculations of
the structure and elasticity of dense hexagonal close-packed
(h.c.p.) iron at high temperatures. We ®nd that the axial ratio
c/a of h.c.p. iron increases substantially with increasing tempera-
ture, reaching a value of nearly 1.7 at a temperature of 5,700 K,
where aggregate bulk and shear moduli match those of the inner
core. As a consequence of the increasing c/a ratio, we have found
that the single-crystal longitudinal anisotropy of h.c.p. iron at
high temperature has the opposite sense from that at low
temperature6,7. By combining our results with a simple model of
polycrystalline texture in the inner core, in which basal planes are
partially aligned with the rotation axis, we can account for
seismological observations of inner-core anisotropy.

Although the inner core is probably not pure iron, the amount of
light alloying element is small (2 to 3% mass fraction)8 and may
have a correspondingly small effect on elasticity8. The experimen-
tally determined low-temperature, high-pressure phase of iron at
least up to 300 GPa is h.c.p. (e-phase)9. This is also the liquidus
phase up to at least 100 GPa (ref. 10), and there is theoretical
evidence8,11 that h.c.p. is the stable phase at inner-core conditions.
Some experiments have been interpreted as indicating a different
phase at high temperature and pressure12±14, but the evidence is
inconclusive15, and the proposed structures13,14 are closely related to
h.c.p.

Despite the importance for our understanding of inner-core
structure, the elastic-constant tensor of h.c.p. iron at the relevant
pressure and temperature is currently unknown. Experimental
measurements of the full elastic-constant tensor are so far restricted
to ambient temperature. The isotropically averaged bulk and shear
modulus at the pressure of the inner-core boundary and a tem-
perature of 5,400 K has been reported16, but the full elastic-constant
tensor at these conditions was not determined. The method of
ref. 16, while promising, does not treat the electronic structure
from ®rst principles. Instead, an effective-potential model ®t to
short ab initio molecular dynamics trajectories is used. Calculations
of the elastic constants with ab initio molecular dynamics may not
currently be feasible, because long trajectories are required to obtain
converged values from the relevant ¯uctuation formulas.

To overcome these limitations, we have developed a method that
combines a ®rst-principles treatment of the electronic structure
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with an ef®cient model of the lattice vibrations that allows fully
converged computations of the high-temperature elastic constants.
Thermodynamic properties are governed by the Helmholtz free
energy F as a function of volume (V) and temperature (T)

F�V ;T� � E0�V� � Eel�V ;T� 2 TSel�V ;T� � Fvib�V ;T� �1�

where E0(V) is the static total energy, Eel(V,T) the contribution due
to thermal excitations of the electrons, Sel(V,T) the electronic
entropy, and Fvib(V,T) the phonon contribution. We obtain the
®rst three terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) by an all-
electron method (the linearized augmented plane wave method,
LAPW), calculating Eband � E0 � Eel directly and evaluating the
Fermi±Dirac occupation of the electronic states for Sel. Fvib(V,T)
is obtained using the particle-in-a-cell model17: this is a classical
mean-®eld approach to lattice vibrations, in which one atom (the
wanderer) is moved in the potential of the otherwise ®xed lattice.
The cell model includes intrinsic anharmonicity, which is important
at the extreme conditions of the inner core. The factorized canonical
partition function for Fvib is evaluated by computing the change in
the electronic free energy Fel�V ;T� � Eel�V ;T� 2 TSel�V ;T� of a
48-atom supercell as a function of displacement of the wanderer
along special symmetry directions17.

For ef®cient calculations of the energetics of the wanderer, we use
a plane wave mixed basis method (PWMB). The use of a mixed
basis, which contains localized basis functions in addition to plane
waves, means that we are able to use harder pseudopotentials than
are typical. Our Troullier±Martins pseudopotentials treat 3s, 3p
and 3d states as valence states. Calculations based on harder

pseudopotentials are expected to more nearly capture the all-
electron limit: we reproduce pressures from the LAPW results at
inner-core density to within 1%, and the elastic constants to within
2% r.m.s. The cell model has successfully been applied to calcula-
tions of thermodynamic properties of iron, including the Hugoniot
up to inner-core densities17, as well as high-temperature thermo-
dynamics of tantalum, including elastic constants18.

We obtain the equilibrium structure of h.c.p. iron over a range of
densities and temperatures that span those of the inner core by
computing F for a number of different values of c/a and determining
the minimum free-energy value (Fig. 1a). We compute the full
elastic-constant tensor by applying small magnitude ®nite strains to
the lattice and evaluating the resulting changes in F(V,T). By using
volume-conserving strains, we assure the identity of the elastic
constants calculated as thermodynamic variables with the stress±
strain coef®cients that are appropriate for elastic wave propagation7.

We ®nd that the ratio c/a in h.c.p. iron changes considerably with
temperature (Fig. 1): for a density of 13.04 Mg m-3, this ratio
increases from slightly less than the ideal value de®ned by hard-
sphere packing (1.633) at low temperature to more than 1.7 at
6,000 K (Fig. 1b). This behaviour has been recognized before in
experiments at lower pressure19,20 and in calculations17, but is
neglected in some recent theoretical work11,21.

The change in c/a with temperature is important, because it has a
direct in¯uence on the elastic anisotropy. As the c-axis expands with
increasing temperature (at constant density), it becomes softer
(more compressible). The corresponding longitudinal modulus,
c33, softens suf®ciently that it becomes smaller than the other
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Figure 1 Structure of h.c.p. iron at high pressure as a function of temperature. a, Relative

energies (F ) for a density of 13.04 Mg m-3 as a function of axial ratio c/a for various

temperatures. The scale bar refers to strain energy differences only. b, The axial ratio c/a

as a function of temperature for three different densities (®lled diamonds, 12.52 Mg m-3;

®lled squares, 13.04 Mg m-3; ®lled circles, 13.62 Mg m-3); dashed lines are quadratic ®ts

to the results. Open squares, previous theoretical work17 at 13.04 Mg m-3. Inset,

comparison of our results at the lowest density (static pressure of 190 GPa, dashed line)

with a polybaric set of experimental data at lower pressures. Open circles, data from ref.

19 (15±20 GPa); ®lled squares, data from ref. 20 (23±35 GPa).

Table 1 Elastic moduli of dense h.c.p. iron at high temperatures

T c11

(GPa)
c12

(GPa)
c13

(GPa)
c33

(GPa)
c44

(GPa)
c66

(GPa)
KS

(GPa)
m

(GPa)
j

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

0 1,880 880 770 2,065 450 500 1,185 505 0.31
4,000 2,035 (2,045) 1,435 (1,445) 810 (855) 1,650 (1,835) 270 300 1,325 335 0.38
5,000 2,050 (2,065) 1,720 (1,735) 860 (910) 1,555 (1,760) 210 165 1,375 240 0.42
6,000 2,130 (2,150) 2,010 (2,030) 925 (990) 1,470 (1,685) 140 60 1,425 145 0.45
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Inner core 1,400 170 0.44
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Elastic constants for h.c.p. iron calculated at a density of 13.04 Mg m-3 (V = 48 bohr3 per atom) at various temperatures. We calculate the Helmholtz free energy (equation (1)) by combining LAPW results for
the electronic terms and a particle-in-a-cell model for the phonon contribution (see text). Computational parameters for the LAPW calculations are given in ref. 7. For the particle-in-a-cell method we evaluate
the energetics of a wanderer atom in a 48-atom supercell with a Brillouin zone sampling of 8 k-points. To ef®ciently perform calculations for the wanderer displacement, we use a PWMB method with energy
cut-offs of 1,400 eV and 80 eV in the muf®n-tin spheres and the interstitial region, respectively. In the PWMB method we use Troullier±Martins pseudopotentials which are constructed using 3s, 3p and 3d as
valence states (3d local) with cut-off radii of 1.5 bohr to avoid pseudopotential overlap at the small unit cell volume of this study. c66 = 1/2(c11 - c12) is a shear elastic constant and added for comparison with
c44. Isothermal elastic constants are converted to adiabatic constants (shown in parentheses) using thermodynamic derivatives of F(V,T ). They are calculated self-consistently from our results. Adiabatic
aggregate moduli KS, m and Poisson's ratio (j) are given for comparison with seismic properties of the inner core at the same density (ref. 24).
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longitudinal modulus c11 (Fig. 2a). As a result, the sense of the
longitudinal anisotropy is reversed at high temperature, with
compressional acoustic wave propagation being faster in the basal
plane than along the c axis (Fig. 2b). The off-diagonal elastic
constants are also affected by the temperature-induced change in
structure: c12 increases rapidly with temperature, because the basal
plane shrinks with increasing temperature at constant density. The
shear constants c44 and c66 � 1=2�c11 2 c12� show a strong tempera-
ture dependence, and decrease by a factor of almost four at 6,000 K
and change order as well (Fig. 2a). As a result, the velocity of shear
waves is considerably smaller at high temperature and the sense of
shear anisotropy is reversed (Fig. 2b), with the propagation of the
(001) polarized shear wave becoming faster along the c-axis than in
the basal plane. In agreement with ref. 16, our calculations imply a
shear instability in h.c.p. iron at very high temperature (c66

approaches zero at 7,000 K).
The temperature-induced reversal in longitudinal anisotropy that

we ®nd would not have been predicted on the basis of the behaviour
of other h.c.p. transition metals. At ambient pressure, many h.c.p.
transition metals show little change in the ratio c11/c33 with tem-
perature: titanium shows the largest such change, with a decrease of
13% up to a temperature of 1,075 K, about half its melting point.
Our results suggest that absolute temperature rather than the
temperature relative to melting controls anisotropy. The character-

istics of elasticity we ®nd at high temperature invalidate previous
attempts to explain inner-core anisotropy using low-temperature
elastic constants of iron6,22,23.

To compare our results with seismological observations, we
convert the computed isothermal elastic constants to adiabatic
elastic constants, and from these we calculate the adiabatic bulk
modulus (KS) and shear modulus (m) using Hashin±Shtrikman
bounds (Fig. 3a, Table 1). The aggregate moduli we determine agree
with those of the inner core at a temperature of 5,700 K. Poisson's
ratio at 5,700 K (0.44) is in excellent agreement with previous
theoretical estimates16, and with the seismologically determined
value for the inner core24. This shows that the high Poisson's ratio of
the inner core can be accounted for by the effects of temperature and
pressure on the elasticity of iron alone; it is unnecessary to invoke
shear attenuation and dispersion or the presence of partial melt in
the inner core, as has been suggested22.

As the inner core is nearly isothermal8, the comparison of KS and
m to those determined seismologically for the inner core provides a
way to estimate the temperature in the Earth's deep interior. This
approach is complementary to estimates based on the melting
temperature of iron, which suffer uncertainty due to the unknown
but possibly large in¯uence of light alloying elements15,16,21. Assum-
ing a melting point depression of a few hundred degrees15, our value
for inner-core temperature of 5,700 K is consistent with estimates of
the melting point of pure iron21 (6,400 K) and of the Hugoniot in
shock wave experiments (5,000 to 5,700 K at 245 GPa)12. The theo-
retical result of ref. 16 (5,400 K) and the extrapolated melting curve
from static experiments15 (,5,000 K) are both somewhat lower.
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The sense of anisotropy that we ®nd at high temperature changes
our view of the polycrystalline texture of the inner core and the
dynamic processes that may produce it. On the basis of our results,
we propose a simple model of the polycrystalline texture of the inner
core that explains the main features of its anisotropy. We ®nd that if
one-third of the basal planes are aligned with the Earth's rotation
axis in an otherwise random medium, compressional wave travel-
time anomalies are well explained (Fig. 3b). This model is almost
certainly over-simpli®ed. The key element is the tendency for the
fast crystallographic direction (a) to be aligned with the observed
symmetry axis of inner-core anisotropy (approximately polar). It is
probable that the actual direction and degree of crystallographic
alignment will vary with geographic location. Such variations may
account for seismological observations of heterogeneity3,4.

Important remaining questions include the origin of polycrystal-
line texture in the inner core, which may have been acquired during
solidi®cation of the inner core25 or may have developed sub-
sequently as a result of plastic deformation. If plastic deformation
is the prevalent mechanism, the texture must depend on the
dominant microscopic deformation mechanisms in iron at inner-
core conditions and the source of stress that leads to the preferred
alignment. While these are currently unknown, our simple textural
model is consistent with the available information.

Candidates for the deformation mechanism include diffusion23

and dislocation glide26,27. Among the crystallographic slip planes
that may participate in dislocation glide, the basal plane is the
easiest, according to recent experimental work27. The temperature-
induced increase in c/a that we ®nd may make basal slip even more
favourable at high temperature. Several sources of the external stress
®eld have been proposed: it may arise from aspherical growth of the
inner core23, gravitational coupling with the Earth's mantle28,
thermal convection in the inner core26, or Maxwell stresses created
by the Earth's magnetic ®eld29,30. The pattern of ¯ow in each of these
cases is distinct; many models, however, share a polar-dominated
¯ow, that is, a pattern of ¯ow in which the highest velocities are
oriented parallel to the polar axis.

If dislocation glide is the most important deformation mechan-
ism, the easiest glide plane would be preferentially aligned with the
dominant direction of ¯ow, parallel to the rotation axis of the Earth.
If diffusion dominates, preferred alignment is driven by minimiza-
tion of strain energy, in which case the elastically stiffest (fastest)
direction is aligned with the rotation axis23. In either case, basal
planes would tend to be aligned with the pole, consistent with our
simple textural model. M
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Elastic anisotropy in the Earth's inner core has been attributed to
a preferred lattice orientation1, which may be acquired during
solidi®cation of the inner core2 or developed subsequent to
solidi®cation as a result of plastic deformation3±5. But solidi®ca-
tion texturing alone cannot explain the observed depth depen-
dence of anisotropy6±8, and previous suggestions for possible
deformation processes have all relied on radial ¯ow, which is
inhibited by thermal9 and chemical strati®cation10. Here we
investigate the development of anisotropy as the inner core
deforms plastically under the in¯uence of electromagnetic (Max-
well) shear stresses. We estimate the ¯ow caused by a representa-
tive magnetic ®eld using polycrystal plasticity simulations for
e-iron, where the imposed deformation is accommodated by basal
and prismatic slip11. We ®nd that individual grains in an initially
random polycrystal become preferentially oriented with their
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